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(up?) There is a phrase in the ninth verse that has caused particular* discussion.

The xtus verse reads in the KJV° "And I will shake all nations, and the desire

of all nations shall come: and I will fill this house with glory, saith the LORD

of hosts." (that was verse 7X) It is said that Jewish exegesis took the phrase

"the desire of all nations" as applying (sounds like "playing") to the Messiah.

A serious objection to this is raised by xx produced by the fact that the

verb shall come " shall come" which really means "enter," or "come in,"

is in the plural. The phrase translated "the desire of all xatrniz nations"

consists of noun4 in the feminine translated. "desire," (nc) a construct (?)
:!t

baforéthewords "all nations.' This from the verb which means "to desire.

Translation in the NIjght. sggt that-At'*is a a participle, but this is not

the case. The noun occurred .quite aw times in the masculine and a.number




of times in the -feminine, ac here Tw& iisxx possibilities occur imam immediately
a(?) .

as to the reason for/feminine.. one is that it isa abstract, another i that it

is a èólleètiv'e. One might be that it w1 would be an abstract (nc)
.; .. .. (nc) being (?)

another might .betliat It wouldbè a collective. The jEnglish statemel3t/in the KJV°

"the..desira.:of all nat"iofi shàll come"' suggests that it is taken as a collective,

E± since the verb "will come" is ±x plural The noun in the feminine is used

about a dozen times, it two of these it definitely represents the B abstract idea

qf desire In most of the others it is used in connection with aehe no.




tj L
,. r

indicates soetiit chat itxBixx is particularly desirable orp]asant, repressent.........................................

desirable hngs xx rather than the abstract quality of desirel. This leaves makes
of

a point of possible ambiguity here. Anofher point/ipossiblembiguity is the

fact it would not necessarily be the subjec;. t migl* am tlat the nations

will come ink to the desire of all nations, will come to that which they all desire,

(nc) most of what is most desirable. Objection is raised to this

that the preposition "unto" is not used, but it does not seem to me to be necessary.

I have not checked the cases where the x verb "enter" or "go in" is used without a

prspositon, but my general feeling would be that it frequently occurs frequently it occurs
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